
Distant Healing with the Harp  
(continued from the article ‘The Harp in Distant Healing’) 
Daniel Perret 
We very likely all have a rather limited understanding of distant healing in general 
and distant healing with the harp in particular. For me believing and faith are 
essential. Yet understanding a bit does not hurt. I am far from sure that what I am 
writing here is 100% correct. I am not doubting my source of information, but 
rather my capacity to correctly understand what they show me. Yet, over the 
years I have been thinking a great deal about the methodology of communicating 
with invisible beings of all kind. In this article I am just lifting the ‘corner of the 
sheet’. My purpose is to encourage other harpists to be open to a wider 
understanding of the effect of distant healing with the harp and furthering a 
dialogue between us all. 
Today I played my 5 minutes on the pedal harp bearing in my heart the theme of 
distant healing. Right after I felt like sensing on Google maps the circle of energy it 
had created around harp and house. I had done this before with the effects of 
concerts. As I understand it, the energy is spreading in the warmth or reflector 
ether (see below). After 2 minutes it seems to have widened to a circle of 100 m 
from the house. The map shows you the continuous spreading, like rings in the 
water. After some 12 minutes I can feel the circle of energy having practically 
covered the whole earth. I was amazed. I cannot say what it exactly did nor how it 
could be felt ‘out there’, but something was happening. Imagine a number of 
harpists around the world creating daily widening ripples like this. Usually this 
type of effect ebbs away after some 24 hours. Therefore, daily distant healing 
certainly makes sense. We might call this type of distant healing with the harp 
‘general’ as opposite to ‘directed distant healing’ when directed towards specific 
areas or beings. 
I am used to sensing energy, but it is rare that I sense energy moving on google 
maps. It was with the help of the little Hartmann antenna that I could feel how the 
circle was widening constantly. You need not believe or understand it all right 
away. You can learn though to sense and understand energy yourself. I am 
bringing all of this forward so it may open our thinking to the possibility of our 
harp playing possibly having a wider effect than we originally might have thought. 
This again is not to get a big head about. We are simply here to serve and 
contribute to difficult times. Our understanding will always remain rather limited. 
I will add below the definition of the reflector ether given by Bob Moore, my 
teacher. Beyond this, I cannot say much, except that the spirit beings tell me that 
my playing today was drawing on inspiration from sphere 12 with some 95% 



purity. Sphere 12 brings the contact to Archai Angels, also known as 
‚Principalities’; they represent thought, mind and consciousness. 
“The reflector or warmth ether contains the feeling between people, it contains 
world memory, knowledge, wisdom, including physical memory, intuitions. 
Thoughts enter here before entering the brain. The reflector ether is the highest 
ether, the most advanced contact we can reach with energy. In this contact with 
energy you have all the things that are necessary: peace, contentment with 
yourself, you have the connection with the universe … and finally you have the 
balance between nature and yourself. The reflector ether is the combination of all 
of this, but essentially centred around peace.” Bob Moore (healer and teacher; 
1928-2008) 
All of this may not satisfy our rational mind but it gives us a feeling what distant 
harp healing might be about. Most of the information in this article comes from 
what I call the ‘harp healing think tank’, a group of spirit beings. 
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Widening circles in the reflector ether by the minute after distant harp healing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Distant healing (added 3.9.19) 
 
The energy at work in distant healing is of course love. It comes from the level of 
Throne angels, then moves into the reflector ether where it remains available for 
the person to let it sink in, according to their openness and willingness to change. 
Each person or being is operating at a certain energy level at a specific time. Each 
time Distant healing brings some additional energy which the person or being 
then may be able to integrate to various degree. The charts below show from 7.55 
a.m. up to 8.30 and 24 h later. The distant healing time of this group of healers 
takes place every day from 8-8.15 a.m. I added the values on the left to give the 
means to compare and they don’t mean much in absolute (here somewhat 
arbitrary) values. 

 
 
 
 
A is a normally healthy person. E 
is a person with breast cancer 
undergoing life prolonging 
treatment. The ‘permanent 
energy level‘ refers to their 
general energy level on the 
physical plane (etheric, mental, 
etc.) whereas the blue energy 
refers to the love energy coming 
in. They are thus not directly 
comparable. Although a person 
may on the physical plane not 
be able to fully integrate the 
healing energy, she would 
usually benefit on a soul level 
from the love energy, which is 
not visible here.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Distant healing with the harp and other music instruments 
Mid-September I notice new energy fields around practically all the instruments in 
my music room. There are by now the known fields discovered around the harp 
earlier on this year: the spiritual field and the four ethers. I sense them as 5 
concentric fields around any instrument. The Seraphim seem to have initiated this. 
I am told that now all these instruments of mine can actively contribute to a 
healing process on the level of the four ethers, the five elements (earth, water, 
fire, air, ether) and their elementals (on the smallest levels these are the gnomes, 
undines, salamander, sylphs and the 5th type elementals). This includes the 
effects on the etheric of humans present.  
 
Any musician has the potential to do this and develop these five fields around 
their music instruments. However, the conditions for a musician to do this are:  a 
non-egotistic motivation, that implies having transformed the energy of the three 
lower chakras, a fairly open heart and thyroid chakra, being familiar with prayer 
and distant healing. Prayer implies being open to the divine field, distant healing 
needs trust and faith in one’s own capacities (of co-operation with the invisible).  
 
In all of this the harp remains an instrument with additional and unique potential, 
being able to be used for all types of present and distant healing, including 
animals and human beings. We are talking here just about distant healing. Of 
course, any instrument can transmit beautiful music. This is nothing to get a big 
head about, as ‘big head’ means big ego and instantly destroys this capacity of an 
individual to partake in this type of healing, whether with harp or other 
instruments. 
 
This practice or knowledge about using musical instruments for helping the five 
elements and their elementals was apparently, according to the ‘harp think tank’, 
known in 16th century Sussex, by people in link with the Swiss Alchemist and 
medical Doctor Paracelsus. Before this it was known by the Celts on the continent 
and in ancient Egypt. I do not want to be too esoteric by sharing this. It illustrates 
though that this practice was and is rather rare, possibly because of a number of 
conditions having to come together to make it work, as those mentioned above.  
 
Good intentions are simply not enough. The transformation of the energy of the 
lower chakras, the opening of the heart, the genuine opening to prayer and 
finding trust in distant healing are not easily achieved. We may be used to a 
superficial way of praying, yet for instance be closed off in some way to the 
Divine. We need to become clear within ourselves with the concept of God or a 



creator and be in peace with one’s religion, at least being able to separate the 
church from our contact with the Divine. That is just one of the possible hurdles.  
 
Today, in my course on spiritual healing, I used the 
Egyptian Bow harp I had built by a local harp maker. I 
tuned it to the Aulos tonal system. This tonal system 
has been discovered on a flute found during 
archeological excavations in Greece at the beginning of 
the 20th century and has likely been used in ancient 
Egypt. This tonal system asks to be played in a non 
melodic way and without chords.  
 
I started to play it, directing my intention towards the 
two beings, the Deva and the Landscape angel, that had 
asked for distant healing by sending two types of 
energy lines towards the crystal. The seven energy 
fields quite quickly built up around this harp and crystal. 
I had been using only the pedal harp previously for 
distant healing. While playing for the Deva and the 
Landscape angel, the energy lines disappeared as the 
course participants could sense as well. I then played 
another five minutes for global (undirected) distant 
healing and we immediately after could all observe how 
again the energy circle of impact did widen on google maps. Using the aulos 
undertone scales successfully means it does not matter what tonal system or 
mode you play in, but how and with what kind of intention.  
 
All the while the 315° segment around the crystal remains perceivable as it has 
done for over two months now. It is the signature of the harp healing think tank, 
who obviously signalizes us to keep working on the subject. This think tank is a 
group of spirit beings that seems to have come together in 2019. 
 
(Subjects we’ll have a closer look at in the Easter group. See my website.) 


